
Minutes for May 14th 2015 
 
Jerry Borger gave a talk on “Queens for Pennies” on how to graft queen cells. 
This talk was based on Randy Oliver’s presentation which can be found at:  
http://scientificbeekeeping.com/queens-for-pennies/ 
 
Tim Service discussed how he grafts multiple queens for sale. He uses separate 
starter and finisher boxes. He uses a nuc box with a screened bottom, which is 
vented but has no entrance for the bees to move in and out. It contains one 
pollen frame, one honey frame, two frames of drawn comb. He places wet 
sponges on the bottom or a feeder of water on top. Into this he places a frame 
which has three bars each containing 20 grafted queen cells. He shakes nurse 
bees onto this. He keeps the grafted queen cups in there for 24 hours before 
moving them into a finisher box. This contains two deeps, with a queen excluder 
between them. Queen is in bottom deep. All sealed brood is in bottom deep, 
open brood above excluder. Nurse bees will move up through the excluder. The 
grafter queen cells are placed in the top deep for 4 days.  
 
Later in the season he puts the 60 grafter cells straight into the top deep without 
using the starter nuc which eliminates the need to shake bees into the box.  
 
The third method is to take sealed brood from hives. 8 frames in new box with 
drawn comb. Remove any emergent queen cells and put in grafter cells.  
 
After 8 or 9 days he places all grafted queen cells into separate queen cages so 
that when they emerge they cannot attack each other. This is put back in the 
finisher for them to hatch out. Finally each queen is placed in a mating nuc. 
 
Business 
Richard Reid reported that he has begun holding board meetings to discuss 
business items, to prevent the monthly meetings running over-long. The minutes 
from these meetings will be sent to the listserv (marked as such) to keep 
members in the loop. Anyone who has an item of business is urged to contact a 
board member. 
 
Jim Hill gave a report of his meeting with the Planning Commission 
Subcommittee on Tuesday 12th May.  Residential areas R1, R2, R3 are not 
permitted to keep bees: they take up a fairly small part of the county, but are 
more densely populated. Overall, the subcommittee felt our proposed regulations 
allowed for too many hives per 10,000 square feet, and for placement too close 
to neighbors’ property. This may be an area on which we can compromise. 
 
A public meeting of the planning committee will be held on Wednesday, May 20th 
at 7:00 pm at the Montgomery County government offices in Christiansburg. The 
meeting will be in the Planning and GIS conference room on the second floor of 
the Government Center.  Members are encouraged to attend this meeting to be 



included in the discussion. This information will be posted on theHive. If the issue 
is not resolved at this meeting, it may be continued on June 10th. After the 
Planning Commission agrees on a proposal, it will be taken to the Board of 
Supervisors for further discussion in a public meeting. 
 
Several people are needing queens, The following people are in the process of 
producing queens: 
Mark Chorba 
Arnold Rampey 
Jerry Borger 
Tim Service 
Richard Reid 
 
What’s going on with the bees? 
The nectar flow is starting; Richard Reid has some hives on scales and has seen 
a 12 lb increase in one day. The cooler weather saw a drop-off of this increase. 
He pointed out that you can smell nectar curing around the hives, and can 
observe dampness at the entrance in the mornings as the bees are evaporating 
the nectar into honey. 
  
There have been quite a few swarms lately, queen cells should be cut out, or 
splits made with hives that are getting close to swarming. Bees are more likely to 
being making queen cells with there is an increase in nutrition coming into the 
hive. If you can’t make a split, make nucs, they can be wintered just as well as a 
full hive. 
 
Richard uses old platform scales, then enters the data in an Excel spreadsheet. It 
is possible to download weather data from Weather Underground to do a 
correspondence with honey production and weather patterns 
 
Black locust is blooming, it varies from year to year and is over very quickly. The 
blooms are edible. 
 
A question was asked if a package queen fails, will there be a laying worker after 
only a few weeks? Answer, most likely not, it takes much longer for this to occur. 
The best thing is to put in a frame of eggs and brood and let them make a new 
queen.  
 
Alex Hazzori asked why he has three full frames of drone brood in a strong hive: 
The bees will use any foundationless frame to make drone cells since the 
foundation makes it harder for them to do so.  
 
Arnold Rampey is of the opinion that many people go into their hives too often, 
increasing the risk of killing the queen. He recommends going into a hive only if 
there is a reason to do so, and to start by taking out the outer frames first, 
moving towards the middle.  



 
Luke McCoy wanted clarification on what was meant by finding the queen and 
putting her aside – does that mean take the frame out and place it in a nuc? Or 
by the side of the hive? Or just to move it to one end of the box? He had found 
that by placing the frame in a separate nuc, the queen tends to jump off the 
frame and it is easy to lose her. The consensus is that if you put the frame in the 
middle of the nuc the queen won’t be able to move to the walls.  Not everyone 
takes the queen out of the original box. 
 
 
 
Sue Hossack  
NRVBA Secretary 


